
RISK ANALYSIS
APPENDIX / FORM #4

COMPLEX TRIPS ONLY
SEND HOME WITH APPENDIX / FORM #3

Educators are expected to be aware of the element of risk and to respect the standard of care owed to students and 
their parent/legal guardians. When planning a Complex Field Trip use this form to analyze all known and perceived 
hazards that are associated with the trip. 

For each activity identify the hazards that exist. For every hazard identified use the table below to assess the 
Likelihood/Consequence (L/C)* of that hazard occurring and the mitigation strategies you plan to use. A score of 1 is 
low, 4 is high. 
Please attach additional pages if you require more space. Please see examples for guidance. 
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	Activity: travel
	Hazard: vehicle accident
	Likelihood: 2
	Consequence: 4
	Mitigation: -  Driver respect speed limit  - Driver makes sure students wear their seat belt and respect their respective seated area.
-  ongoing assessment of road conditions
- Driver make sure an assistant guide is in the vehicule to deal with issues- Driver focus on the job and keeps a defensive driving behavior
	Activity1: travel
	Hazard1: vehicle breakdown
	Likelihood1: 2
	Consequence1: 2
	Mitigation1: - check safety equipment on the bus/vehicle- contact administration for another vehicle if needed- have administration contact parents if delay is expected
	Activity2: travel
	Hazard2: road closure
	Likelihood2: 1
	Consequence2: 3
	Mitigation2: - check road advisory website or by phone prior to departure: going and coming back- have a plan B and C in place in case the road is expected to be closed for a longer period
- check with administration team via InReach to find out about expected weather changes and possible road closure
- bring extra food for the whole group (one dinner, one breakfast) in case we are delayed
	Activity3: travel
	Hazard3: communication issue
	Likelihood3: 3
	Consequence3: 3
	Mitigation3: carry at least 2 communication methods- satellite phone with extra battery-  cell phone with external power pack-  inReach with same external power pack
	Activity4: skiing
	Hazard4: Falling into a tree hole
	Likelihood4: 2
	Consequence4: 3
	Mitigation4: • Avoid walking without skis or snowshoes- If walking without skis always walk on designated trails (ex. bathroom)- Number one at night should done around the tent (avoiding night walking)- Always stay with the group skiing- Be clear with students about skiing expectations. 
	Activity5: skiing
	Hazard5: being trap in an avalanche
	Likelihood5: 1
	Consequence5: 4
	Mitigation5: • Teachers and students do not ski in any avalanche area. The skiing is to be kept on class 1 terrain and flat ground- Always follow teacher's instruction about skiing and stay with the group at all time- Full supervision of students at all time- Students are not wearing avalanche beacons as we are skiing away from avalanche terrain                                                        
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